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During each application collection, CEPI analyzes district data as a courtesy service for school
districts to help to improve the accuracy and cleanliness of their data. CEPI creates three types of
data quality reports that are emailed to district authorized users: Pre-Collection, Mid-Collection
and Post-Collection data quality alerts. Below is an example of a REP Mid-Collection Data
Quality report and how to read and make corrections of necessary.
1. “Users Contacted” represents the individuals that received the report. In this case, the
data quality report was sent to all REP authorized users for District ABC (12300).
2. The type of data being analyzed represents the collection CEPI analyzed for the
district.
3. The “Action Requested By” is the date that data corrections will be made by. The
example below represents the 2016 Fall REP collection deadline. If the district feels
corrections to their collection are necessary, then the changes must be submitted by this
date.
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4. This is the date CEPI analysts took a snap shot of error free data in the collection.
5. The “Report Details” section is where districts will find possible anomalies identified
by CEPI analysts. The “Problem” section will detail the issue found in the data that may
need to be addressed. The “Impact” section details possible implications to submitting
inaccurate data. The “Resolution” addresses how to resolve the problem in the collection.
6. The “Application Users” section identifies the CEPI application user pertinent to the
data quality email.
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7. The “Notes” section defines the three data quality reports sent to the district.

What to do when you receive a Data Quality Report
When you receive a data quality report you will want to ensure that the data you reported
is accurate. Within each application there are several system reports that will help you
identify potentially inaccurate data. Make sure you review your data, check with program
coordinators and review your data locally to ensure it matches what you uploaded/entered
into your collection.
Does this mean I have to fix what is reported in my data quality report?
CEPI is not telling you your data is incorrect. You are receiving the data quality report,
because CEPI analysts have discovered possible anomalies within the collection. Review
the data and compare it with your local records to ensure your data is being accurately
reported.
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